
CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Research Background 

  Morphology is a part of linguistics which studies of words. According to 

Bauer in (Rizki, 2020)  Morphology tells about the structure of word, how word 

like a “friendship” made up smaller meaningful elements such as “friend” and 

“ship”. As Bauer said that morphology is branch of linguistics studying words and 

learns about elements that makes meaning in certain word. The importance of 

learning morphology because morphology studies the form of words and their 

functions that make it easier to use morphemes. There is a lot of method using a 

prefix and suffix to create a new word, in a word there is term of a morpheme. 

Lieber (2009) states that morpheme is smallest unit of language that has 

own meaning, as linguistically morpheme is smallest shape of word which deals 

mostly with the grammatical structure comprising of the word. Morpheme is 

smallest unit in language, it means morpheme is the smallest elements of 

linguistics that deals with grammatical meaning such as, unbreakable to un-

break-able it has three morphemes. Morphemes classify into bound morpheme 

and free morphemes. Free morpheme is one that can be uttered alone with 

meaning while bound morphemes cannot be uttered alone with meaning. Adding 

a morpheme also can change a part  of speech and the different meaning, such 

as the root word of “Happy” as an adjective then become “Happiness” as noun, 

by adding suffix “ness” it is refers to derivational suffix (-ness). Derivational 

morpheme is use to make a new words in language and often have a different 

part of speech from the stem of word. 

Derivational suffix is the formation of new words from existing roots, by 

adding an suffix at the end of the word. Derivational suffixes can be found in 

newspaper, magazine, novel and song the researcher use song in this research 

because in this era not everyone reads a newspapers or buy a magazines like 

used to, people use smartphone more often for daily life and mostly all of the 

people in various circles start from kid, teenagers and adult like to listening a 

song. The researcher interested  to analyze because derivational unpredictable 



than inflectional also derivational can change the category part of speech and 

meaning, meanwhile inflectional never change the word class and the meaning. 

For the music enthusiasts usually misinterpret the meaning of lyrics because in a 

sentence of song there are several words that have suffix, so that the listeners 

have to understand what is suffix and types of suffix then the meaning can be 

absorbed properly.  

This study focused on derivational suffixes at Justin Bieber’s changes 

album which release at February 14 2020, Justin Bieber is Canadian singer who 

was born March 1 1994 on Stratford, Ontario, Canada. The researcher is 

interested to use this album because this is first comeback since five years ago 

after Purpose album. Changes album little bit different like the previous album 

because this album tells about the singer new life after marriage, the lyrics and 

melody for this album is differences than the previous album. This album also got 

nominated for a "Grammy Award" which is the most prestigious music industry 

event in the world, Changes album consist of 16 songs and almost half of the 

song decided to his wife. Justin Bieber’s Changes album debut at #1 on Apple 

Music in 80 countries, #1 on Spotify in 62 countries, Changes album is certified 

Platinum by Recording Industry Association of America certification. 

The importance knowing the lyrics is because in lyrics consist of the 

singer’s reflection. However, listening song with reading the lyrics as well would 

increase the vocabulary, because learning the foreign language is not easy 

ecspesially when the non-native speakers of English do not understand about the 

structure and how the word its form. Learning derivational suffix can helps the 

learners to put the word together and knowing the meaning,not only knowledge 

about the meaning of suffixes but also about the changes of word class that 

happens in it, this research used lyrics of Changes album by Justin Bieber,the 

example of derivational suffix found in the song lyrics called "All around me"  

there is word "comfortable(adj)" which is suffixes from (comfort+able) become 

adjective suffixes. Learning suffix is important, knowing derivational suffixes (-

able) helps recognize parts of speech and learn how word is put together. The 

researcher studied about the derivation suffixes of Justin Bieber's Changes 

album  function of class changing and analyze the types, therefore this study is 

related to the branch of linguistics by investigating derivational suffix. So,the 



researcher takes “An Analysis of Derivational Suffixes in Justin Bieber's Changes 

Album” as a study tittle. 

 

B. Reseach Focus 

For this research, the researcher  focus on derivational suffixes on lyrics 

of Justin Biebers’s Changes album.  

 

C. Reseach Questions 

      Based on the research focus, the question can be state as follows: 

1. What are the types of derivational suffixes found on song lyrics in 

Justin Bieber’s changes album? 

2. What are the function of derivational suffixes found on song lyrics in 

Justin Bieber’s changes album? 

 

D. Research Objectives 

            The objective this study is: 

1.To know the types of derivational suffixes are found on song lyrics in 

Justin Bieber’s changes album. 

2. To find out the function of derivational suffixes are found on song lyrics 

in Justin Bieber’s changes album. 

 

E.Research Benefit 

The researcher hopes that this research has the benefits that are divided into 

theoritical and practical benefits as follows : 

1.Theoritical Benefit  

This research can be use to add knowledge and references especially in 

derivational suffix and type of derivational suffixes. The reader is not only know 

the definition of derivational suffix but also know the types of derivational suffixes. 

 



a. Reference of English Learners in Derivational Suffixes. 

b. As a source formation for the next researcher who have related problem to 

this research. 

2.Practically Benefit 

A. The readers can understand Derivational suffixes in a song lyrics. 

B. The English learners can distinguish types of Derivational suffixes and 

word class changing and class maintaining 

 


